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Cinnabon
Baked Treats
Classic Roll

CinnaPacks
$4.99

Our world-famous cinnamon roll,
delivered straight to your door! The
combination of our warm dough,
legendary MakaraÂ® cinnamon, and
signature cream cheese frosting
make for an irresistible sweet treat.

MiniBon

$3.99

Our world-famous cinnamon roll in
a smaller-portioned size. The
MiniBon is the perfect treat when
your looking for a smaller indulgence.
Whether enjoying for breakfast,
snack, or dessert, our MiniBon is the
ideal sweet treat.

BonBites

$4.49

The Bon you love in one perfect
bite. Perfect for breakfast, dessert or
anything in between. Available in
4-packs or 6-packs.

Center of the Roll

$4.49

The best part of the CinnaBon
cinnamon roll with even more
ooey-gooey goodness. Available in
classic and caramel PecanBon
flavors, this is the definition of a
perfect sweet treat.

Caramel PecanBon

Half classic frosted and half
caramel pecan.

BonBites Cinnapack 16-pack
BonBites Caramel Pecan
16-pack
BonBites Combo 16-pack
MiniBon Cinnapack
MiniBon Caramel Pecan
MiniBon Combo
Half classic frosted and half
caramel pecan.

$5.49

$5.49

$4.99
$3.49

Bite-sized doughnut treats, rolled in
our famous cinnamon sugar. Comes
with an extra cup of frosting to your
order to create a dippable sweet
treat!

Churros

$2.99

Each Churro Swirl is baked to
perfection and topped with a magical
combination of our world-famous
Makara cinnamon and sugar. Add a
cup of our signature cream cheese
frosting for a truly irresistible treat.
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$4.49

Coffee and chocolate meet to
create a cold, refreshing dose of
delicious that perks you up.

$13.99

Lemonade

$5.49

Our blended frozen masterpieces
come in a variety of flavors for you to
get your sip on.

$3.19

Classic or raspberry, we have just
the right sweet and tart answer for
your lemonade craving.

Hot Coffee

$1.89

In every drop of hot coffee, you can
taste the superior quality of arabica
coffee beans, which gives our coffee
a remarkably balanced taste. Perfect
beverage to pair with any breakfast
or midday snack.
Grab a cup of our decadent hot
cocoa and warm up with this
Cinnabon goodness. Pair it with a
classic roll to create the ultimate
sweet treat.

Our smaller portion of our Caramel
PecanBon.

CinnaSweeties

MochaLatta Chill

Chillattas

$17.99
$19.99
$18.99

$3.89

Fuel your day with a cup of
Cinnabon s high quality, high-altitude
Arabica cold brew coffee. Perfect
complement to any breakfast or
midday snack!

Hot Cocoa

The Bon you love in one perfect
bite, topped with caramel frosting and
pecans. Available in 4-packs or
6-packs.

Caramel Pecan Minibon

Cold Brew Iced Coffee

$11.99
$14.99

Half classic frosted and half
caramel pecan.

Warm dough, legendary MakaraÂ®
cinnamon, topped with caramel
frosting and pecans. It's our classic
roll with a caramel twist.

Caramel Pecan BonBites

Beverages

Regular rolls available in 4-Pack or
6-Pack. Minibons available in 9-Pack or
15-Pack.
Classic Cinnapack
$16.98
Classic Caramel Pecan Classic $17.99
Cinnapack
Combo Cinnapack
$17.99

$2.70

